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The strange flame is beating around Yan xuan'er. Ye Chen has expected the change of the color of the 

flame at this time, but the power of the fire of the spirit still surprises Ye Chen. 

 

After Yan xuan'er absorbed the flames here, the fire of the Taoist spirit didn't have the same destructive 

ability as destroying the seal of the Taoist spirit, but it could resist the fire of the Taoist spirit which was 

able to fight against most other flames, showing greater assimilation ability. 

 

As long as the other flames touched by the fire of the spirit of Tao are absorbed by the fire of the spirit 

of Tao almost instantly, and in turn attack the original master. 

 

If this effect is equally effective for more powerful flames, ye Chen can almost imagine the 

embarrassment of any other strong person who uses fire when he encounters himself. 

 

After carefully asking Yan xuan'er again and confirming that these dead spirits really have no influence 

on her, ye Chen finally feels at ease. 

 

Next, ye Chen spent a few hours to re explore the blood killing and God killing array. When he came 

across something he didn't understand, he also asked the people of Xuanxue sect to confirm it one by 

one. 

 

Although there are some questions that even the leader of xuanxuezong can't give the answer, ye 

Chen's mind has already known about them. 

 

Soon, ye Chen has thoroughly understood the operation principle of the whole blood killing and God 

destroying array, and also understood why the biggest defect of this array came from. 

 

At the beginning of the formation, there were only two elements, namely water and fire, which were 

mutually restrained. There were only blood sea and flame in the formation. 



 

At that time, the power of this array was not great. At most, it could only trap people with ordinary 

accomplishments. It was just a very common mountain protection magic array. 

 

Later, it was perfected by a powerful man, who later ascended to the supreme world. At that time, he 

added two elements of gold and earth, which gave him later power. 

 

However, this talent left a very serious loophole at that time, which was also the key for ye Chen to 

break out. 

 

This is not his intention, but because of the characteristics of the sea of blood itself, there is no suitable 

wood element to fill this loophole. 

 

The Tianluo flame array, which was the most powerful and powerful addition, was the easiest way to 

expose this. Therefore, he warned the disciples that they should not start the Tianluo flame array unless 

they had to. 

 

But with the passage of time, the people of xuanxuezong didn't know the reason. It was because Tianluo 

flame array was too powerful and needed top experts to protect the array. 

 

But elder martial brother Du violates the rules of the sect, which is not enough to give full play to the 

greatest power of this array, so ye Chen has an opportunity to take advantage of it. 

 

Although he has made clear the cause and effect, he also wants to understand the key, but he has no 

idea how to make up the loophole and improve the array. 

 

The next time, ye Chen in addition to continue to absorb dead, other time is thinking about how to 

improve this array. 

 

But every possibility was rejected one by one. 

 

Ye Chen simply gave up the plan to improve the array for the time being and concentrated on practicing 

again to absorb the dead Qi. 



 

At noon, blood withered Ling Zun again urged progress, ye Chen excuse delay. 

 

When Xueku lingzun asked the progress for the third time on the sixth day, his tone was very bad. 

 

Ye Chen had no choice but to say: "I need more time. Don't worry." 

 

Xueku lingzun threatened: "it's useless to delay time. Once the ten day period comes, if you can't 

succeed, it's the day when your body will die and your way will disappear. You'd better take care of 

yourself!" 

 

"Although you can rest assured, you will soon be able to see the effect." 

 

Confident tone, let blood dry Ling Zun also believe what he said, although in fact Ye Chen heart has no 

way at all. 

 

"If you need anything, please speak at any time." 

 

Blood withered spirit Zun dropped this sentence and disappeared again. 

 

But also reminded Ye Chen, such a great opportunity, if only greedy to absorb a few silk dead gas, that is 

not a big loss? 

 

Therefore, after a few hours, ye Chen asked to see Xueku lingzun. 

 

"Boy, what's the matter with you?" Xueku lingzun asked impatiently. 

 

Ye Chen accompanied the smiling face and said, "master, you need some materials to improve the array. 

I hope you can provide them." 

 



Xueku lingzun's tone was even more displeased: "why do you need to ask me for such a trivial matter? 

Why don't you just ask the one who protects the array?" 

 

Ye Chen said with a guilty heart: "I'm afraid they can't be masters..." 

 

Then he told the materials he needed one by one, such as crimson chalcedony, thousand year old Zhu 

yingcao, ten thousand year old flying bear heart, and jiuliyang stone, and gave out the names of more 

than ten kinds of materials. 

 

Although you can't see the change of facial expression from the blood color virtual shadow, ye Chen 

stops and swallows the names of more than 20 materials back to his stomach after listening to the 

gradually heavy breathing of the blood withered spirit Zun and the constantly shaking virtual shadow. 

 

Ye Chen even holds a try attitude and mentions the scarlet chalcedony that can repair the sky star. 

 

"Scarlet chalcedony, it's impossible for the earth's heart to have it!" 

 

"Also, do you need so many precious materials to improve the array?" The blood withered spirit Zun 

asked doubtfully. 

 

Ye Chen explained with the words he had thought for a long time: "the blood killing and God killing array 

is lack of one of the five elements. It's very difficult to make up for the five elements, and it's also 

necessary to master the balance between the elements. Therefore, the required materials are not only 

of high quality, but also of small quantity." 

 

Seeing that the blood withered spirit Zun nodded and acquiesced, ye Chen was more courageous, and 

then said: "and I'm just trying this time. I'm afraid I need more materials later. If you think it's not worth 

it, it's not too late to give up now." 
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As soon as the words came out, the blood withered lingzun immediately snorted and said: "my Xuanxue 

sect is not weak in the heart of the earth. The judgment hall does not dare to disturb. This material is 

not in the eye, but... The loophole of this array is not in the wood element? Why are all the materials 

you want fire materials? " 

 

Because I control the fire of Tao spirit! 

 

Ye Chen thought so in his heart, but said: "the elder must be familiar with the principle of five elements, 

but he doesn't know that this array is completely different. This array is called blood killing and God 

killing array. At first, there are only two incompatible elements, water and fire. In order to combine 

them together, it's different from common sense, but it's against five elements." 

 

"How can you go against the five elements?" 

 

Although Xueku lingzun's array talent is ordinary, this is the first time I've heard it. 

 

Because this is Ye Chen's own work. At least he got the inheritance of taixuan array emperor, and he 

knew more about array than ordinary people! 

 

Most of these days, he has been thinking about what excuse he can use to reasonably ask for the 

materials he needs, so he has already thought about his words. 

 

He said: "the inverse five elements are naturally opposite to the positive five elements. It is the same 

with each other. Therefore, in this array, it's not water that conquers fire, but fire that conquers water. 

It's not wood that makes fire, but fire that makes wood. That's why a lot of fire materials are needed. " 

 

"There is such a saying." 

 

Blood dry spirit Zun is also a little dizzy by Ye Chen, for a moment can't judge true or false, can only 

promise down first. 

 

When he returned to the school, he made a roundabout inquiry, only to find that no one in the same 

school had heard of the theory, but no one could reasonably question it. 



 

This can only be attributed to the fact that xuanxuezong knew little about the array. The people in the 

sect paid too much attention to personal cultivation and did not study the array together. Otherwise, 

they would not want to rely on outsiders to improve their mountain protection array. 

 

Therefore, for ye Chen's materials, xuekuling Zun provided them in full. 

 

Looking at the precious materials that I didn't dare to think about before, ye Chen was overjoyed. 

 

In the following time, he concentrated on using these materials to improve the fire of the spirit and his 

cultivation. 

 

Two days passed in a trance. With the help of precious materials, ye Chen felt that the distance was 

closer to the breakthrough! 

 

Just as the materials were about to run out, Xueku lingzun came to check the progress again. 

 

Ye Chen sees the other party coming, says with a smile: "the elder is coming at the right time. I'm going 

to see him recently." 

 

"Why, the array has been improved successfully?" 

 

"That's not true." Ye Chen shook his head and said, "but the last experiment has gained a lot. If you give 

me more time, the array will be different from the past." 

 

When Xueku lingzun heard that there was no actual progress, he said coldly, "hum, there are only about 

two days left in total. You can do it yourself!" 

 

"I can rest assured, but I know it well." 

 

"You said you wanted to see me. What can I do for you?" Blood dry spirit Zun tone cold ground asks a 

way. 



 

"That... The materials given by my predecessor last time have been used up, because..." 

 

Blood dry spirit Zun interrupts Ye Chen's words, direct ask a way: "this time want what?" 

 

"Wait a moment, master..." 

 

Ye Chen simply shamelessly took out a long list and reported it in turn. 

 

With the experience of the last time, he prepared more fully this time. Not only the materials he needed 

were rarer, but also the quantity of the same kind of materials was much more. 

 

Not only that, there are no less than 100 kinds of materials in the whole list, all of which ye Chen did not 

dare to think of before. 

 

When Xueku lingzun heard more than 20 names, his brows were already wrinkled. When he heard 50 

"Wannian longxuezhu", he finally couldn't help interrupting Ye Chen. 

 

"I'm afraid you can't find 100 dragon blood beads in the whole earth. You dare to ask for 50 at one 

time!" 

 

"That..." Ye Chen says regretfully, "it doesn't matter to be less, then ten." 

 

"No!" 

 

Xueku lingzun flatly refused. If xuanxuezong had such a thing, he would not talk about it with the earth's 

heart. 

 

"If not, the effect may be worse, but it doesn't matter. I'll improve it." 

 



Ye Chen laments that he has lost the chance to see the dragon blood bead. 

 

When ye Chen read the 53rd name on the list, Xueku lingzun couldn't help interrupting him again. 

 

"Boy, are you kidding me?" He asked angrily, "do you want to improve the mountain protection array, or 

do you want to protect the whole earth?" 

 

"Don't get me wrong, senior. I just drew up this list based on my last experience and considering the 

possibility of trial and error." Ye Chen said with a guilty heart, "maybe the materials listed are really 

superfluous, but this is also to avoid the trouble of the master." 

 

Blood dry Ling Zun discontentedly said: "first pick urgently needed materials, follow-up enough to say." 

 

"Yes, I'll do some cuts." 

 

Then ye Chen picked out more than 30 kinds of materials he needed urgently and some precious 

materials, and reduced the total amount by about half. 

 

Even so, after hearing it, Xueku lingzun said, "I can't do these materials. I have to report to the leader." 

 

"I'd like to ask you to say something nice. Once this array is improved, not only can you save your life, 

but also it must be a great achievement for you." 

 

"It's none of your business. Just mind your own business!" 

 

For ye Chen's words, although xuekulingzun is not happy in his mouth, he is honest in his actions. After 

he persuades the leader, he successfully sends Ye Chen's materials again. 

 

This time, ye Chen not only used more materials to cultivate himself, but also used a lot of materials to 

feed Yan xuan'er and the wild devil Tianjian. 

 



When Xueku lingzun appeared again, Yan Xuaner's change was extremely great. 

 

"Oh, master, it's all my fault..." 

 

Before Xueku lingzun spoke, ye Chen took the initiative to admit his mistake with a bitter face and said, 

"it was a pity that I failed to use several materials, which led to my failure. Please punish me 

 

"And now it seems that ten days is not enough at all. There may be one more day. Could you postpone 

the ten day appointment for another day..." 

 

Ye Chen repeatedly admit his mistake, let blood dry spirit respect almost want to persuade him not to 

blame too much. 

 

"One mistake doesn't matter much, the next is to be more careful." Blood dry Ling Zun initiative said, 

"now also need some material, although say." 

 

Ye Chen takes out a long prepared list. This time, he has experience. The materials he puts forward are 

enough to make Xueku lingzun feel distressed, but not to the extent of jumping. 
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Blood withered spirit Zun can't help but sigh and say: "how many more materials than last time, I have 

to report to the leader first." 

 

Ye Chen suppresses the facial expression of filch congratulation, say with respectful tone: "trouble elder 

generation." 

 

"You'd better not go wrong this time, or you'll look good!" 

 

The blood withered spirit Zun throws down this warning, persuades the headmaster again. 



 

After getting the materials, ye Chen and Yan xuan'er immerse themselves in their own practice. 

 

I don't know how long it took, ye Chen suddenly opened his eyes. 

 

He faintly feels that both ruining Daoyin and Yan Xuaner have a sense of breakthrough, and even their 

own breakthrough speed has been accelerated under the pressure of reincarnation. 

 

If this kind of resources can last for several months, if you are lucky enough, it is possible to step into the 

true situation. 

 

"It's good to have enough resources." Ye Chen sighed, "the resource reserve of the earth's center is 

much more than that of the heaven's and man's!" 

 

Think of here, ye Chen even some regret, at the beginning should not and headmaster set ten days is the 

worst, strive for 20 days is also good. 

 

However, he was still worried about Tian Yao and Li Feixue, so he shortened the time. 

 

Seeing that the good days are coming to an end, he has to seize the time and get more materials. 

 

Blood withered spirit Zun almost every once in a while will come to ask about the progress, calculate the 

time also should come, ye Chen readjusted his list, this time added a little things in, at the same time 

replaced some now not too much see eye material out. 

 

Before long, Xueku lingzun came on time. 

 

"Boy, has the array been improved successfully?" Xueku lingzun asked immediately after meeting. 

 

"The younger generation is incompetent, originally..." 

 



"Shut up 

 

When Xueku lingzun heard the first few words, he immediately interrupted Ye Chen's words and let him 

carefully design the story for a long time, but he had no chance to tell it. 

 

Ye Chen hears that the tone of the other party is not good, so he keeps silent, and even prepares to 

sacrifice the dust stele at any time, secretly guarding against his sudden attack on himself. 

 

Blood dry Ling Zun sighed and said: "you have asked for five materials, one or two of which are your 

mistakes. This is the fourth time. Are you kidding me?" 

 

"Master Mingjian, there is absolutely no such thing!" Ye Chen quickly broke his fingers to give him a 

careful calculation, "the first two times were just experiments, but the last time was a mistake, but this 

time the situation is different, at that time..." 

 

"I don't want to hear your reasons!" Xueku lingzun interrupted him again and said, "I warn you, this is 

the last time!" 

 

"I understand that there will be no more problems this time!" 

 

Ye Chen quickly pats the chest to guarantee, at the same time secretly added several precious materials 

to the original list, after all, there will be no such good thing in the future. 

 

Soon, a master of xuanxuezong with several disciples sent the materials into the array in person. 

 

For the first time in such a long time, ye Chen saw the true body of the xuanxuezong disciple enter the 

array, and after the other party sent the materials, it seemed that he had no intention to leave at all. 

 

Seeing that the other party refuses to leave, ye Chen, who is anxious to strengthen Yan xuan'er and 

destroy Dao Yin, can't help but ask: "how many seniors, is there anything else?" 

 



The hall leader replied: "by the order of the left Dharma protector, I will supervise you to improve the 

array!" 

 

Hear this words, leaf Chen in the heart suddenly a cool: "it seems that the other side has already had 

suspicion." 

 

However, he calmed down immediately. Although under the supervision of the other party, he had no 

way to practice at ease, but the materials were already in hand, and there were some ways to swallow 

them unconsciously. 

 

In the following time, ye Chen completely put away his cultivation heart, and under the supervision of 

the xuanxuezong disciples, he tried his best to check all parts of the array, trying to find a new way to 

improve it. 

 

After all, if you can improve the array successfully, you can leave in good faith. 

 

But it's easier said than done. He has no clue. He can only fool these xuanxuezong disciples who don't 

know the array with his own knowledge and accomplishments. 

 

"The inverse five elements are fire making wood, so as long as you put Zhu Ying grass into the array, 

when Zhu Ying grass can grow by itself with the momentum of fire, you can make up for the deficiency 

of the five elements. Moreover, the fiercer the fire is, the more vigorous the grass will be. This is also the 

reason why a lot of fire materials are needed. " 

 

Ye Chen explained his theory to the other half true and half false. 

 

"I'd like to have a good insight into how this Zhuying grass survives under the nourishment of the fire..." 

 

Ye Chen hears this voice immediately a startle, look up, the blood withered work properly Zun already 

stood in front of oneself. 

 

He immediately complained in his heart: "why did he come at this time?" 

 



"Good morning, master." 

 

Ye Chen although in the heart flustered unceasingly, but still put on the light smile, slowly to the blood 

dry spirit Zun salute. 

 

How can he know that this damned Zhuying grass can survive on the nourishment of the fire? 

 

If not for xuanxuezong, I have never seen so many years of Zhuying grass in my life! 

 

Ye Chen secretly took a breath of cold air and said calmly: "it's very troublesome for Zhu Ying grass to 

grow. Especially in this sea of blood, don't delay the precious time of the elder." 

 

The blood withered Ling Zun waved his hand and said, "I can afford to wait. Just do it." 

 

Ye Chen had no choice but to harden his head and take out a thousand year old Zhu yingcao, pretending 

to fiddle with it at the bottom of the sea. 

 

At the same time, he said to himself: "wood makes fire, fire makes earth, earth makes wood, earth 

makes wood, earth makes wood... Zhu yingcao, you should give some face and live well!" 

 

Ye Chen even used the power of a spirit tablet. 

 

Reincarnation xuanbei in the spirit of the monument represents the recovery, do not know whether the 

Millennium Zhu yingcao effective. 

 

Blood withered Ling Zun saw that ye Chen was holding a whole precious thousand year old Zhuying 

grass in his hand, and he directly inserted it into the sand on the sea floor. He was puzzled and 

distressed and asked, "this Zhuying grass is not planted separately, so is it planted as a whole?" 

 

Ye Chen for Zhu Ying grass habits or understand, hard scalp explain to blood dry Ling Zun: "the success 

rate of the whole tree is higher, otherwise I will not put forward to a thousand years Zhu Ying grass." 

 



Blood dry spirit Zun suddenly realized, nodded, no more words. 

 

As a result, a quarter of an hour later, ye Chen didn't even have time to do any other surface work, so 

the grass withered quickly at the speed visible to the naked eye. 

 

Lingbei is useless for this object! 

 

"What's going on?" Xueku lingzun's face turned to Yin instantly. 

 

Ye Chen explains awkwardly: "elder, you also see that the first step is so difficult, which is also the 

reason that a lot of materials are needed." 

 

"Hum!" 

 

Blood dry spirit Zun cold hum a, although didn't say anything more, but obviously is waiting to see the 

follow-up progress. 
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Ye Chen secretly wiped a cold sweat, although this lie is finally round up, even back to the lie in front of 

found evidence, but things still have to continue to do. 

 

Once he failed several times in a row, his skin would be blown through. 

 

"Today has missed the best time, Zhu yingcao can only plant tomorrow, do other improvements first." 

 

Ye Chen made an excuse for himself. After all, it's hard to see whether other materials have any effect. 

But Zhu Ying can see what she does with her eyes. 

 



Is it the problem of sand sinking on the sea floor, the influence of the sea of blood, or the cause of the 

fire in the sea of blood? 

 

Ye Chen thought about the problem while he was repairing the loopholes of the array he had known 

before. After all, he had never thought about it before, because this idea was just to fool the 

xuanxuezong disciples. He just broke it up. 

 

Xueku lingzun followed him for a while. Seeing that ye Chen was using some common array methods, he 

asked impatiently, "when is the best planting time tomorrow?" 

 

"Tomorrow..." 

 

Ye Chen Mou son a coagulation, then hard scalp said: "after a few hours, at that time the most abundant 

Yang, Zhu Ying grass like fire, nature is also the most easy to survive." 

 

"Well..." 

 

Blood dry Ling Zun ordered to nod, immediately leave, leaf Chen this just relaxed a big tone. 

 

For a few hours after that, he felt that life was like a year. When he thought that Xueku lingzun would 

come again, if he messed up again at that time, it would be impossible to say. 

 

At present, many of his cards can not be used, and his strength is greatly reduced. If he fights hard, he 

will be in trouble. 

 

After a few hours, Xueku lingzun came to the array ahead of time. 

 

Although there is no chance to experiment, ye Chen also anticipates several plans in his mind. 

 

Relying on his own cultivation experience in medical and array, he plans to solve the problem of Zhu 

yingcao's survival from several aspects at the same time. 

 



There may be three reasons for the rapid withering of Zhu yingcao. 

 

If there is a problem with seabed sediment, the soil element of seabed sediment should be enhanced; 

He plans to use a small array to provide more pure water elements and try to isolate the influence of the 

blood sea itself; As for the enhancement of fire element, there are a lot of ready-made materials 

available, but it is not a problem. 

 

In this way, we should try our best to restore the living environment of Zhuying grassland, and let it 

survive first. As for whether it has any effect, it's not too late to think about it later. 

 

As time approached, ye Chen began to search for a suitable place to clean up the sand on the sea floor 

with the fire of Daoling. 

 

Looking at Ye Chen's means, Xueku lingzun asked: "the flame you control is something special. Yesterday 

you didn't seem to do so, but you planted Zhu yingcao directly?" 

 

"Well... It has something to do with soil quality. You don't need to do it when you don't need to." Ye 

Chen explains. 

 

After being burned and purified by the fire of Daoling, the dark gray sand soaked by the sea of blood 

shows its original earthy yellow. 

 

Ye Chen then began to arrange a small raw water array, which produced clean water and isolated the 

sea of blood at the same time. 

 

I'm afraid it would be much easier if the map of the yellow spring could be used. 

 

"You didn't seem to do that yesterday..." Xueku lingzun asked again. 

 

Ye Chen hasn't had time to open his mouth, and the hall leader standing on one side says: "Dharma 

protection, maybe it's related to the sea of blood." 

 



"I want you to talk more!" 

 

The blood withers to work properly Zun to stare a hall Lord one eye, continue to stare at leaf Chen 

coldly. 

 

Ye Chen secretly congratulates himself, thanks to the master's mouth, otherwise he is really hard to 

explain. After all, yesterday he just rudely inserted Zhu yingcao into the sand, but today he has to use so 

many means, so it's not right. 

 

Soon after the array was finished, a small piece of water came out of the array and separated the sea of 

blood. 

 

Ye Chen holding a Zhu Ying grass, gently buried in the soil, while secretly praying, at the same time ready 

to strengthen the fire element. 

 

Little by little, Zhu yingcao showed no sign of withering. 

 

A quarter of an hour later, Zhu yingcao looked more colorful. 

 

Ye Chen secretly relaxed tone, it seems that the fire element is no longer enhanced. 

 

He began to find a new place according to the experience of this one, and planted the second Zhuying 

grass in the same way. 

 

Blood dry spirit Zun see of some boring, then open mouth say: "you kid don't lazy, later I come back to 

check." 

 

With these words, I will leave. 

 

At this time, a xuanxuezong disciple yelled: "left Dharma protector, Zhu yingcao is dead!" 

 



This sentence is like a bolt from the blue, which makes Ye Chen almost unstable. 

 

He looked carefully, although Zhu yingcao did not wither, but it began to rot from the root. 

 

Why did this happen? 

 

Ye Chen carefully approached Zhu Ying grass to observe, and finally noticed the existence of a trace of 

lifeless. 

 

Think of their own destruction road seal, finally understand. 

 

Although Zhuying grass can survive through the purification of the sea bottom sediment by the fire of 

Daoling, the process of purification also brings the dead air to the sediment through its own absorption 

and combination of dead air, which is the reason why Zhuying grass decays from the root. 

 

But even if you want to understand the reason, ye Chen has no solution at all. 

 

If you want to purify the sand on the sea floor, you have to use the fire of Daoling to purify it. But as long 

as you use the fire of Daoling, the influence of dead air will make Zhuying grass rot. 

 

Unless there's a new purification. 
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But Xueku lingzun had already stood beside him. He couldn't say, "would you please help me clean up 

the sand on the bottom of the sea, brother?" 

 

Isn't this a suicide! 

 



This is, standing on one side of the blood dry Ling Zun, has a cold face asked: "boy, what's the matter in 

the end?" 

 

"Er... I don't know about that. I had a little accident." Ye Chen answers with a stiff support. 

 

"Temporary? Little accident? " 

 

Xue Ku Ling Zun snorted coldly: "what's the reason this time? Is it still the fault of time? " 

 

"As you can see, if it's so easy to improve the array, your faction won't have been untouched for a 

thousand years." 

 

"So it's xuanxuezong's fault?" 

 

"That's not what I mean." 

 

"What do you mean, then?" 

 

Xueku lingzun said angrily: "so many days have passed. I have provided materials according to your 

requirements several times. Now there are so many problems. I think you are deliberately cheating!" 

 

Before the words were heard, the blood withered spirit Zun had already grasped the ghost's stick, and 

the rules of Taoism surrounded it and waved it fiercely. 

 

The blow of blood withered spirit Zun's anger did not retain a trace of strength. It completely showed 

the strength of taizhenjing's peak. With a trace of ghost spirit, the ghost wand stirred the billowing 

Blood Sea flame and fiercely attacked Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen, who was suddenly attacked, was in a panic. He quickly offered his evil sword to resist, but he 

couldn't stop the power of the ghost stick. He just felt that his heart was stagnant, and people had been 

shot out in an instant. 

 



Even so, the ghost spirit that ghost head stick sends out already refused to spread, tightly encircle Ye 

Chen, want to wait for an opportunity to invade his body. 

 

Ye Chen grits his teeth to resist the heavy damage brought by a sudden blow, and quickly pinches his 

fingers to destroy the seal. 

 

Where Daoyin's light goes, the ghost gas dissipates in an instant. Even the ghost gas who wants to 

escape has no time to escape. It is instantly absorbed and captured by the meaning of destruction in 

Daoyin to destroy it completely. 

 

Ye Chen steadied his figure and angrily asked Xueku lingzun: "master, why did you suddenly hurt 

people?" 

 

"You still have the face to ask why?" The blood withers to work properly to exasperate a way: "your kid 

is so blatantly deceiving people, really take our heart realm Xuan blood Zong to be a fool?" 

 

"I'm sorry to say that." Ye Chen said, "I've been working so hard to study the array for so many days, but 

the elder is so skeptical. It's really chilling for me!" 

 

"What kind of cold heart is not cold heart, just let you die today!" The blood withered spirit Zun said 

coldly, "as long as I kill you, no one will know the loophole of this array!" 

 

Although he was threatening to kill Ye Chen on the spot, in fact, Xueku lingzun thought to himself: "what 

a boy, not only did he take this blow from me, but he didn't let go of my ghost? Is this boy really the 

eighth heaven in the original land? It's too true to say. " 

 

If not, how can he and ye Chen continue to talk nonsense? 

 

However, the posture should be strong enough. If we can't subdue this boy today and let him feel the 

fragility of his life, how can he do his best to improve the array? 

 

With this idea in mind, Xueku lingzun once again dances the ghost stick and rushes to Ye Chen. 

 



At this time, ye Chen has calmed down, especially the effect of destroying Dao Yin just now, which 

makes him more sure to win. 

 

Under the blessing of destroying Daoyin, the Sha sword faintly absorbs the meaning of death and guards 

in front of Ye Chen. 

 

"Since the elder wants to take my life, the younger generation can only sacrifice their lives to accompany 

me!" 

 

Xueku lingzun didn't answer. He just danced the ghost stick crazily. The virtual shadow of the eighteen 

blood grudges condensed into a more huge figure, which was fierce. 

 

Looking at the huge blood color virtual shadow, ye Chen sneers. The red dust God pulse and the Dragon 

flame God pulse burst out together. The destruction path seal also soars on the Sha sword, and the Sha 

sword cuts down on the virtual shadow. 

 

At the same time, the intention of destruction quickly destroys the virtual shadow that wants to merge 

again. 

 

In the virtual shadow, there were countless gloomy screams, and then they fell apart, and the eighteen 

blood grudges fled. 

 

However, this is of no use. They have been infected with the idea of destruction for a long time, 

constantly devouring the empty shadow. 

 

Before long, with the disappearance of the last scream, the eighteen blood grudges returned to 

nothingness. 

 

"How dare you destroy my eighteen blood grudges!" 

 

The blood withered spirit respects to see his hundred years of hard work destroyed by Ye Chen, 

immediately anger on the heart, wave the ghost stick to Ye Chen hit. 

 



Ye Chen holds the Sha sword tightly again and comes forward to resist. 

 

But this time, unlike in the last panic, the power of destroying Dao Yin was already filled in the Sha 

sword. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

With one sword and one stick, they could not help retreating at the same time. 

 

The difference is that ye Chen has nothing to do this time. He has already stood firm after a few steps 

back, but the feeling of Xueku lingzun is completely different. 

 

Although it was only a short blow, the destruction on the Sha sword was attracted by the ghost Qi of 

Xueku lingzun, and immediately followed the ghost wand to attack him. 

 

Xueku lingzun was shocked, and he quickly turned the ghost blood Dharma he practiced to resist. 

 

It's a pity that at this time, ruining Daoyin specially restrains ghost Qi and is full of the desire to devour 

all the breath of death, which makes him self defeating. 

 

The more the blood withering spirit resists, the stronger the power to invade the body will be, and his 

great law of ghost blood is like entering the void, and there is no return at all. 

 

At this time, the xuanxuezong disciples and the hall leader, who had been standing in the distance, saw 

that the left Dharma protector had lost the battle and had already surrounded them. 

 

There is no good way to resist between the blood withered lingzun's impatience. In his impatience, he 

can only take the risk and take a sudden hand to catch the nearest xuanxuezong disciple. 

 

The disciple was suddenly captured by the left Dharma protector and cried out in panic: "what are you 

going to do, Dharma protector?" 

 



"Use your body!" 

 

With these words, Xueku lingzun grasped the disciple's hand and suddenly tightened it. Several ghost Qi 

wrapped each other's body in a flash. 

 

At the same time, Xueku lingzun bit the index finger of the other hand and planted a complicated seal 

on his forehead. 

 

The hall leader on one side saw the famous hall and said in a panic: "Dharma protector, is this to 

reincarnate with a corpse?" 

 

Ye Chen hesitates whether or not to take advantage of this opportunity to solve the problem of blood 

withering in one fell swoop. 

 

But think of even if kill the other side, Xuan blood Zong still have more masters, as well as take 

advantage of this opportunity, as soon as possible to find a way to escape is. 

 

Think of here, he immediately left xuanxuezong people, foot oil quickly away. 

 

These days, ye Chen has studied the blood killing and God killing array for a long time. He knows that it's 

impossible for the array to trap him. What's more, at this time, the people who protect the array outside 

don't know what happened in the array. 
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He rushed to the surface quickly and went straight to the eye of the array. Even without disturbing the 

big array, he had easily left the array. 

 

Xuanxuezong, the master of that famous hall, sent out his men to pursue Ye Chen, and sent someone to 

inform the outside of the array, while he was in a hurry to check the situation of the left Dharma 

protector. 



 

At this time, Xueku lingzun's body was in a state of disrepair. On the contrary, the disciple wrapped by 

ghost Qi opened his eyes again. 

 

Fortunately, ye Chen didn't take the opportunity to interfere, which made Xueku lingzun reincarnate 

successfully and resurrect on this unfortunate disciple. 

 

Although he gave up most of his accomplishments, fortunately he kept his original spirit from being 

harmed. 

 

The leader of xuanxuezong respectfully asked the original disciple, "Dharma protector, are you ok?" 

 

The blood withers to work properly to exasperate to shout a way: "must catch him for me to come 

back!" 

 

"Dharma protector, your vitality is greatly damaged at this time. Don't be angry. That boy can't escape!" 

 

Ye Chen has just left the array, but before he can land on his feet, he has been surrounded by four array 

hall leaders. 

 

There is no need for both sides to say more and fight together in an instant. 

 

The four hall leaders practiced four kinds of evil ways, namely "blood", "bone", "anger" and 

"resentment". In addition to the resentment way, the other three kinds of ways were not infected with 

death. 

 

Therefore, ye Chen's destruction of Dao Yin didn't have much effect on the other three Hall leaders. 

 

Even if a hall leader has been destroyed, he can't help but watch his body being swallowed. The other 

three Hall leaders are angry and attack Ye Chen. 

 



The sea of blood is like a blood dragon attacking Ye Chen. He quickly calls out Yan xuan'er to help him 

resist with the fire of Daoling. 

 

Although the fire of Taoist spirit is also infected with death Qi, it only has miraculous effect on the Taoist 

Dharma which belongs to the same fire attribute, not to mention the opponent's sea of blood originally 

controls the fire attribute. 

 

Fortunately, Yan xuan'er has grown up a lot during this period of time. With the suppression of her 

strength, the fire of the Tao spirit burns and breaks up each other's blood dragon shadow. 

 

When Yan Xuaner resists the blood dragon, another hall leader's body has already changed. His whole 

body hardens rapidly and turns into a dense white bone. Holding a huge bone stick in his hand, he waves 

to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen holds the Sha sword in his hand. At the moment of contact between the two sides, he feels a 

huge impact. He can't help but hasten to retreat, and then he hasn't been hit. 

 

Before he can figure out how to deal with it, the last hall leader has been killed, so ye Chen has to try his 

best to enhance the power of destroying Daoyin and carry it hard. 

 

A few moves in the past, ye Chen reluctantly and the other side draw, at this time behind the bone stick 

again hit down, hard hit on Ye Chen's back. 

 

Even if there is destruction road seal and dust stele to protect the body, under this blow, ye Chen also 

suddenly feels a sweet heart, a mouthful of blood suddenly spurts out. 

 

If it wasn't for Xuan Hanyu's sudden guard at the critical moment, this blow would have damaged his 

mind. 

 

Ye Chen turns back angrily, stares at the white bone hall leader who attacks him from behind, and his 

eyes suddenly change. 

 

There is a mark in the pupil. 



 

The power of destroying Daoyin suddenly rises! 

 

With a sword, the bone stick in the hand of the white bone hall leader broke. 

 

Under the pressure of strength, after three swords, the white bone hall leader scattered into a pile of 

skeleton on the ground. 

 

Ye Chen plans to fight again. The anger of the last hall leader has disappeared. He quickly turns around 

and runs to the Mountain Gate 

 

Kill red eye Ye Chen is going to catch up, a voice came. 

 

"I really believe that no one in xuanxuezong can succeed!" 

 

The leader of xuanxuezong has arrived. 

 

Behind him stood the right Dharma protector, the four elders and the other four Lords. 

 

Ye Chen had calmed down at this time, but he knew that it was useless to say more at this time, so he 

rushed to the foot of the mountain. 

 

It's not easy just to run away? 

 

But in any case, has come to this step, even if it is dead, it must die! 

 

Ye chenqiang pushed the destruction seal to the extreme and rushed down the mountain. 

 

The leader of xuanxuezong glanced at Ye Chen's figure and said with a sneer, "it's just the original place, 

but it's still a stranger. I can't measure myself." 



 

Then a big bloody hand soared out of thin air, and then it buckled down from the sky. 

 

Ye Chen didn't expect that he was defeated so fast that he didn't have the power to fight back at all. He 

was captured with one move. 

 

Violent pressure and power swept, even if ye Chen body sanctified, still unable to resist! 

 

He felt as if his arms were broken. 

 

Finally, he was sent to the headmaster like a stick. 

 

The leader of xuanxuezong stares at ye Chenzhi and asks, "before the time of appointment, why do you 

kill our disciples and want to escape without permission?" 

 

Ye Chen look indifferent, cold voice said: "not I don't keep my promise, but you break the contract first!" 

 

"Oh?" 

 

The leader of xuanxuezong raised his eyebrows and asked, "how can I say that?" 

 

Ye Chen then told what happened in the array from the perspective of his own advantage. 

 

At this time, the blood withered spirit Zun, who was reincarnated by the corpse, was already 

accompanied by the hall leader and came to the mountain gate. 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's story, Xueku lingzun yelled angrily: "this boy doesn't have a word of truth in his 

mouth. The leader will kill him soon!" 

 



The headmaster ignored the blood withered lingzun, turned to ask the hall leader around him and said, 

"was it the left Dharma protector who hurt people first, as the boy said?" 

 

"This..." 

 

The hall leader took a furtive look at Xueku lingzun, hesitated and said: "it's really the left Dharma 

protector's first hand, but that's also because the boy didn't plant living Zhu yingcao..." 

 

"It's very difficult to improve the array. Isn't it common to fail once or twice?" Ye Chen explains aloud. 

 

The leader doesn't know the details, but it's reasonable to hear what ye Chen said. What's more, even 

his own people have admitted that it was Xue Kuling Zun who started first, not ye Chen who intended to 

escape. 

 

The headmaster pondered for a moment and asked, "if I give you another chance, can I finish it as 

scheduled?" 

 

Xueku lingzun shouts in advance: "master, kill him quickly, don't listen to any of his sophistry!" 

 

At this time, the right Dharma protector took a look at Xueku lingzun and stood up with a smile. 

 

"Before, the left Dharma protector didn't strongly agree to let this boy improve his array. Why did he 

suddenly kill so strongly? Is there any secret in it?" 

 

The right Dharma protector looked at Xueku lingzun and asked in a strange way. 

 

Xueku lingzun bit his teeth and said, "what's the secret? It's because I saw through the boy's lies!" 

 

The headmaster's eyes moved. He recalled that the left Dharma protector had taken the opportunity to 

improve the array many times before and asked for a lot of materials. Suddenly, he looked at Xueku 

lingzun with displeasure. 

 



The right Dharma protector noticed the change of the headmaster's expression. Although he didn't 

understand the key, he continued to say: "it's hard to say..." 

 

The blood withers to work properly Zun immediately some understanding come over. 

 

But I didn't have any selfishness in this matter. All the materials have been handed over to the boy, but 

now I can't argue. 

 

If you point out the matter and let the boy react, you can't make it clear. 

 

In this case, we can only continue to pretend to be confused and suffer from dumb losses. 
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The blood withered spirit Zun said with a low expression: "since the leader has other ideas, I will not talk 

about this matter any more. Let the leader deal with everything." 

 

When the right Dharma protector saw that the blood was withered and the spirit Zun was shriveled, he 

gave a cold hum. 

 

However, Xueku lingzun still reluctantly reminded: "but this boy has many tricks and means. The leader 

should take more precautions!" 

 

"I know it in my heart. I don't need you to talk too much!" 

 

The headmaster turned around and asked Ye Chen the question just now, and then waited for his 

answer. 

 

Ye Chen didn't expect to have a chance to survive in this situation. He nodded his head and promised: "I 

absolutely promise to complete the transformation of the array before the appointed time!" 



 

"Well, in that case, take him back to the big formation and take strict care of him!" 

 

After the leader said this, he turned and left. 

 

Ye Chen was once again escorted back to the blood killing array. 

 

But at this time, he was not only scarred, but also shackled. From time to time, he was closely watched 

by more than two hall leaders and several disciples. 

 

Ye Chen sits cross legged, and the spirit tablet is used. The spirit of recovery sweeps his whole body, and 

his super vitality and recovery ability are also strengthened. 

 

"A lot of cards can't be used. I really can't stay here for a long time." 

 

"TIANYAO, if you hear me, don't pretend to be dead!" 

 

"You've been trapped here for no reason!" 

 

However, the sky demon still did not reply to himself. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, the sword world dust. 

 

Blood coagulation thousand suddenly open eyes, some surprised: "Ye Chen... Unexpectedly came back?" 

 

"How could it be?" 

 



Blood coagulation thousand fingers pinch Jue, want to capture cause and effect, but ye Chen's distance 

is too far from her, she can only capture a trace of cause and effect. 

 

Ye Chen is in the center of the earth! And seems to be trapped somewhere! 

 

She has a sad look on her face. She stands up and wants to look for ye Chen. But soon, the three swords 

on her head are shaking violently! 

 

Dao Dao sword will burst out! 

 

Xuecong Qian's beautiful eyes are full of dignified, but he didn't start at last. 

 

"Maybe missing is the best choice." 

 

…… 

 

The picture turns around, and ye Chen soon recovers. His eyes coagulate and he begins to study how to 

solve the previous problem. 

 

However, the cause of the last incident, although it was because of his own random nonsense about the 

"anti five elements", the survival of Zhu yingcao still had some inspiration for him. 

 

If it wasn't for the fire of the Tao and spirit, there would be no such disaster. 

 

But now Xueku lingzun is still taking good care of himself. Other people don't know what he did before. 

Instead, he has no worries and can do it safely. 

 

In this way, the problem of death can be solved very well. 

 

"Master, can you send a fire repair to help me?" Ye Chen says to the hall master who guards himself. 



 

"Aren't you huoxiu yourself?" The hall master looked at Ye Chen and said, "why do you want to find 

someone else?" 

 

Ye Chen probably explained the reason, and the hall Master said with a smile: "I'm huoxiu myself, so I 

don't need to trouble others." 

 

Ye Chen is overjoyed ground says: "that is too good, troublesome elder generation." 

 

Then ye Chen demonstrated how to purify the sand on the bottom of the sea with the fire of Daoling, 

and let the hall master do it in his own way. 

 

After cleaning up the sand at the bottom of the sea, ye Chen planted Zhuying grass in the same way as 

he did last time. But this time, he didn't give up his own stock. He just separated a twig from a Zhuying 

grass to test it. 

 

As the time passed, there was nothing unusual about Zhu yingcao. 

 

An hour later, Zhu yingcao is still alive. 

 

Ye Chen this just secretly relaxed tone. 

 

Now that Zhu yingcao has survived successfully, we can't plant it casually. 

 

Ye Chen carefully designed a wooden array to enhance the power of wood elements. Every Zhu Ying 

grass was planted according to the position of the array. 

 

When the last Zhuying grass survived, the sea of blood seemed to have changed in an instant. 

 

In the original blood red sea water, there was a faint blue light. 

 



Although the two hall masters have no talent for the array, they also feel the change. At least they can 

know that the boy is really doing things, not fooling them. 

 

Ye Chen sits cross knee in the name of observing the array effect. 

 

Now that Zhu yingcao has survived successfully, her own array has also produced the desired effect. The 

biggest problem has actually been solved. 

 

After completing the missing element, the five elements in the array are complete. How to adjust them 

depends on your mind. 

 

But because of this, he just excuse to stop progress, because he has to consider his own way. 

 

Even if it didn't happen, we should be on guard against xuanxuezong's disobedience. 

 

Therefore, in the subsequent improvement of the array, we can't leave no reservation, we have to leave 

a way for ourselves. 

 

And after the fight with the leader of xuanxuezong, he has been deeply aware that his strength is far 

from enough. 

 

If you want to escape by force, let alone many masters of xuanxuezong, the leader alone has no chance 

to win. 

 

So he has to find a way to use external forces, and the array he is improving is his first consideration. 

 

With this idea in mind, he made a new plan for the subsequent improvement of the array. The original 

mountain protection array must become a support for his own advance, attack and retreat. 

 

Anyway, xuanxuezong didn't have any array experts, so he let himself play, and soon Ye Chen made a 

new plan. 

 



Although there have been some small accidents in this process, the improvement of the array is 

generally smooth. Not only the wood elements have been successfully integrated into the array, but also 

the other elements that originally exist in the array have been improved accordingly. 

 

With a few hours to go before the appointed deadline, all the improvements of the array are finally 

completed. 

 

Ye Chen looked at his work with satisfaction, nodded with a smile and said: "from now on, it's not 

appropriate to call this array blood killing and God killing array again..." 

 

A hall leader asked curiously, "what should it be called?" 

 

"Blood Sea killing array!" 
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…… 

 

The center of mountain protection array. 

 

Hearing that the transformation of the blood killing and God destroying array has been completed, the 

leader of xuanxuezong comes with a large number of disciples to see the power of the array after the 

transformation. 

 

The leader of xuanxuezong took a look at Ye Chen, who was held aside, and said with a smile: "boy, go 

into the array, let's see the power of this array." 

 

Ye Chen shook his head, but refused: "this array is too powerful. How can I go in and die? What's more, 

many of the manipulation methods of this array have been changed. It needs the younger generation to 

demonstrate outside the array. " 

 



"In that case..." 

 

The leader looked around and asked, "is anyone willing to take the initiative to try?" 

 

None of the disciples of xuanxuezong dared to stand up. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "let the younger generation demonstrate directly first. If the leader is 

dissatisfied, it's not too late to demonstrate again." 

 

The headmaster nodded and said, "well, this is good." 

 

Ye Chen immediately came to the newly established center and said to the hall leader who was guarding 

the other four directions: "after the array is started, you just need to listen to my instructions and drive 

the spirit talisman into the center to enhance the spirit power of the array." 

 

Seeing that the four nodded, ye Chen raised his hand to drive the talisman into the center and started 

the array. 

 

After the start of the array, blood Haydn is even more agitated. During this period, countless different 

animals rush to look for their own targets. 

 

Although this is a little more powerful than before, the headmaster's face is obviously dissatisfied. 

 

Ye Chen quickly explained: "this is just the result of the automatic operation of the array after someone 

broke into the array. The leader doesn't have to worry. I'll demonstrate the next changes one by one." 

 

Then the sea of blood over suddenly surging clouds, low clouds in the sky, constantly down. 

 

As ye Chen manipulated, he explained: "this is an improved version of Tianluo flame array. I call it 

Jinguang flame array..." 

 



At the moment when the cloud lowered, the flames of the blood sea soared to the sky, connected with 

the low clouds, and then the fierce lightning continued to chop down from the clouds, stirring up bigger 

waves. 

 

Ye Chen explained the reason for the change: "this change conceals the star network, so the enemy 

can't understand the law of the operation of the array and find the eye of the array." 

 

The headmaster asked: "this is the strongest effect?" 

 

Ye Chen says with a light smile: "this is the weakest attack of active control array." 

 

As soon as this sentence came out, not to mention Xuanxue sect's disciples and headmaster, even the 

two hall masters who guarded Ye Chen day and night were surprised. 

 

"The headmaster looked carefully." 

 

Ye Chen then demonstrates other changes. 

 

At the time of thunder and lightning on the sea, there is no peace in the sea of blood. 

 

In the sea water, the dense golden arrows shot out, and then the weak grass on the bottom of the sea 

suddenly began to grow, and the vines danced wildly. Then the sand on the bottom of the sea vibrated, 

and the sharp stone pillars broke out. 

 

"Even if the enemy can avoid the attack of the golden arrow, he will be entangled by the vine, and then 

he will be hit by the stone pillar..." 

 

With the demonstration going on a little bit, ye Chen obviously saw the smile on the leader's face, he 

could not help but secretly relieved. 

 

"The power of the array is OK, but there seems to be something wrong with the name." The headmaster 

said softly. 



 

A master of the hall said in a hurry: "report back to the headmaster, this boy has taken a new name, 

which is called the bloody sea killing array." 

 

"Blood Sea killing array?" The headmaster said with a smile, "you have to try before you know whether 

you can win or not." 

 

Ye Chen stood up and said, "master, the demonstration has been finished. How can we try it?" 

 

The headmaster said with a smile: "young people don't have a good memory! Didn't I just say that I'll let 

you in for a try? " 

 

Ye Chen quickly refused: "junior strength low, absolutely can't carry the power of the array." 

 

"Ha ha... What does that matter?" The leader said with a smile, "isn't it a great blessing to die in the 

improved array?" 

 

"You..." 

 

The leaf Chen immediately air knot. 

 

I've already said that. How can he not know the leader's idea? 

 

The other side really didn't have any good intentions, but fortunately he had been prepared. 

 

Ye Chen bit his teeth, nodded and said: "I... Enter the battle!" 

 

"You're smart." 

 

The headmaster asked with a smile: "have you mastered the method of array control?" 



 

Seeing that the four hall leaders nodded, the leader gave a satisfied smile. 

 

After ye Chen entered the array, one of the four church leaders took the position of Ye Chen, while an 

elder filled the remaining vacancy. 

 

Blood Sea killing array starts again. 

 

Ye Chen stood on the sea, let the blood wave surging, the flame burning, but still calm, majestic. 

 

Even the monsters who came out everywhere turned a blind eye to him and did not attack him at all. 

 

Seeing this, several people in charge of the array rushed to launch other arrays. Under the dense clouds, 

the golden flame array was launched again. 

 

Ye Chen is in the midst of thunder and lightning, but he doesn't panic at all, because the lightning 

doesn't strike his head at all. 

 

"What's going on?" 

 

Everyone outside the array was shocked, and the leader of xuanxuezong's face was very ugly. 

 

What else is going on? 

 

As a person who arranges the array, if he doesn't even have this control means, ye Chen will be a real 

waste. 

 

At this time, the leader of xuanxuezong understood and yelled angrily, "catch that boy for me!" 

 



But at this time, no one dares to move. The power of this array is in everyone's eyes. Who dares to enter 

the array and die? 

 

The right Dharma protector whispered to the headmaster of Qi: "stop the array first." 

 

The leader understood this and quickly ordered to stop the operation of the array. 

 

It's a pity that no matter how the five people who control the array enter the spirit talisman into the 

center, the array still shows no sign of stopping. 

 

Because the control power of the array is not in the center. After ye Chen's transformation, he can 

control the array directly without the center. 

 

The only function of the center is to help the array to enhance its spiritual power. 

 

Therefore, the more talismans the other side enters, the more helpful Ye Chen will be. 

 

The leader pointed to the right Dharma protector and said, "go into the battle and catch the boy!" 

 

"Subordinate..." 

 

The right Dharma protector refused, but he was frightened by the headmaster's obscene power, so he 

had to nod his head and agree. As soon as the shadow flashed, he entered the array. 

 

Ye Chen sees the figure of the right Dharma protector appearing in the array, smiles and turns to sneak 

into the sea of blood. 

 

The right Dharma protector pinches Zhenjue. While avoiding the lightning from the sky, he resists the 

fire under his body. He steals into the sea and catches up with him. 

 

When he enters the sea, ye Chen has launched other attacks. 



 

Just like the previous demonstration, dense golden arrows are everywhere, and the right Dharma 

protector can't avoid them at all. He can only try his best to block the golden arrow, but the annoying 

vine keeps winding around him. Before he can get rid of the perplexity of the vine, the continuous stone 

pillars come again and again. 
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The right Dharma protector could only return to the surface of the sea in confusion. 

 

Ye Chen, who is unharmed, is hiding leisurely in the sea of blood. 

 

"It's all rubbish!" 

 

The leader of xuanxuezong looked at the helpless appearance of the right Dharma protector, reached 

over the four elders, and said in a fierce voice: "you, go up together!" 

 

One of the elders stood up and said, "headmaster, this array is too powerful. It's better to use separate 

body to enter the array first..." 

 

After that, the four people stare at the leader nervously. Seeing that the other side is noncommittal, 

they secretly congratulate themselves. After that, they decide to enter the array with separate bodies. 

 

The right Dharma protector was overjoyed to see a helper coming. He and the four Dharma protectors 

formed a formation and rushed into the sea of blood again. 

 

At the moment of entering the sea, the ubiquitous golden arrows came from all directions and 

immediately tore the two elders apart and completely disappeared. 

 

One of the other two elders did not escape the attack of the vine, and the other was unfortunately hit 

by the stone pillar. 



 

In a twinkling, the right Dharma protector was alone again. At this time, he didn't even see ye Chen's 

figure, so he had to return to the sea again. 

 

After the four elders failed, they worried that the leader would let them into the array again. They said 

in a hurry: "leader, the array is not good for us at all. It seems that we should think of some other 

means." 

 

"Other means?" The headmaster raised his eyebrows and asked, "tell me." 

 

The four elders said awkwardly: "this... We all work together, there are always countermeasures." 

 

"Well! Isn't that bullshit? " The headmaster said with disdain, "what's the use of your rubbish? You still 

have to rely on us!" 

 

"The leader's accomplishments are as profound as those of the sun and the moon." 

 

When the four elders heard that the leader wanted to go out in person, they were glad that they had 

escaped the disaster and flattered them in a hurry. 

 

This sentence was not only heard by the people present, but ye Chen also heard the news that the 

leader wanted to enter the array in person, because when he went out before, he had taken the 

opportunity to leave a small charm on the array center, so that he could hear the voice of the scene for 

a short time. 

 

After hearing this sentence, ye Chen suddenly surprised. 

 

It seems... Now we have to launch the last resort! 

 

That is to let the whole array burst and completely destroy xuanxuezong Mountain Gate. 

 



Ye Chen originally wanted to use this method to threaten each other, so that they could let them go. But 

he didn't expect that the effect of the array was so much better than expected that the leader of the 

Xuanxue sect planned to take him directly. 

 

Once the other party enters the array, ye Chen worries that the power of the array can not completely 

stop the other party, and this last deterrent means is also completely invalid. 

 

Now it's a gamble! 

 

Thinking of this, he quickly came to the protective array prepared in advance. At the same time, he 

guarded the dust stele. After protecting himself, he launched the means to make the whole array burst. 

 

In the blood sea killing array, the power of five elements changes rapidly, forming a strange form, and 

then the earth begins to shake 

 

The leader of xuanxuezong, who was about to enter the array, saw this change and stopped 

immediately. 

 

The right Dharma protector on the sea found something strange. He had a premonition that something 

bad would happen. Regardless of the leader's punishment, he quickly turned and fled to the outside of 

the array. 

 

Before he got out of the battle, a violent explosion had happened 

 

"Boom... Boom!" 

 

After a loud explosion, xuanxuezong's Mountain Gate has been almost flattened half of the mountain. 

 

Originally, it was to see the power of the new formation. Most of the disciples of xuanxuezong came to 

the center of the formation, but they were almost killed. From the leader to the new disciples, no one 

could resist the power of the explosion of the formation, and all of them died here. 

 



Only a few low-level disciples and two of them survived. 

 

One is the left Dharma protector Xueku lingzun, who is still recovering from cultivation in the closed 

door, and the other is the right Dharma protector who has no time to go out. 

 

The blood sea killing array explodes from the inside of the array, so the damage within the array is far 

less than that outside the array, and the right Dharma protector is spared. 

 

However, because he did not mention the protection, he was still seriously impacted and lay weakly in a 

pile of ruins. 

 

And ye Chen is almost unscathed, because the power of the big burst, after his careful control, small 

protective array just can resist the impact of the explosion. 

 

The right Dharma protector, who is seriously injured, can only helplessly watch ye Chen leave, but he 

has no strength to pursue and kill him. 

 

The shock of the violent explosion startled Xueku lingzun who was closing. He walked out of the cave 

and was surprised to see the devastated and nearly flattened zongmen. 

 

"What happened? Why is it like this? " 

 

Xueku lingzun looks around in shock, and finally finds the right Dharma protector who is seriously 

injured in the ruins. 

 

After inquiring about the course of the matter, Xueku lingzun gritted his teeth and said, "this revenge 

must be avenged!" 

 

"That's right!" 

 

It's not that the two Dharma protectors have deep feelings for xuanxuezong. It's just that the sect was 

almost destroyed, and they lost their dependence. 



 

Therefore, the two men who had been against each other for half of their lives finally reached an 

unprecedented agreement on this matter and decided to pursue and kill the boy at all costs. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, the center of the earth is somewhere. 

 

A indifferent but somewhat embarrassed figure is sitting cross legged. 

 

It is Ye Chen who escaped from xuanxuezong! 

 

Ye Chen's injury has completely recovered, and he has changed his clothes. Looking at the direction of 

xuanxuezong not far away, he murmurs: "the power of that array explosion is similar to that of qianbing 

explosion. I've brought out a lot of swords from jianshichen. I should think of a way to upgrade qianbing 

explosion, otherwise I won't be so embarrassed." 

 

"The sky demon is still not moving." 

 

"Xuanxian, do you know the connection between the earth's heart and that demon?" 

 

Xuanhanyu has awakened, ye Chen quickly ditch channel. 

 

Xuanhanyu pondered for a moment, and said: "this time you step into the heart of the earth, the evil 

spirit is very heavy, and every day is more and more heavy, ordinary people can't find it, but my 

existence is special, and I feel very keen about it." 

 

"It's as if some day about the demon is coming..." 

 

"TIANYAO forced you to come back, which should be related to that day." 

 



"However, I feel vaguely that it will not be easy for me to get involved in the affairs of TIANYAO." 

 

"What do you do next?" 

 

Ye Chen Mou son one coagulates, shake head: "since have already intervened, then continue to go on, 

just a lot of cards can't use, my strength is greatly reduced, really don't understand, is also the center of 

the earth, why can have this kind of difference?" 

 

Xuan Hanyu pondered for a moment and said, "I wanted to say this. I suspect that because the sky 

demon forced you to come in and let some beings find it, and those beings obviously didn't want you to 

get it, they set some rules in this area." 

 

"They are the makers of the rules. Now you can't resist and can only accept them.".  
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"Don't think so much. Let's go and see." 

 

"Well." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, the affair of the day demon can't be finished in one move, can only slowly seek to visit, 

from long-term consideration. 

 

What's more, it also made me understand that before, he was too dependent on the bottom card. 

Without the help of the bottom card, his strength was not strong in the geocentric domain. Otherwise, 

he would not have been trapped by xuanxuezong for such a long time. 

 

However, it's a blessing in disguise. This disaster has not only made great progress in her own strength 

and Huoling Yan xuan'er's strength, but also left a lot of materials to give to Xiao hei and Huangmo 

Tianjian. 

 



So in the next time, ye Chen continued to use the remaining materials to improve himself, while slowly 

moving forward. 

 

He has the demon blood in his body, he can vaguely determine the direction of the demon breath! 

 

According to the direction of evil spirit, one day later, ye Chen was surprised to find that a small village 

appeared in front of him. 

 

The aura of the earth's heart is stronger than that of heaven and man, but it is not suitable for most 

people to practice. After all, some people have no talent to practice, and even have low blood. Some of 

them are servants of the emperor's family and even the influence, and some of them live in a pure land. 

 

Taiping village is the name here. 

 

For the mortals in the center of the earth, they will not be surprised by the existence of monks and 

warriors. After all, there are not many famous strong men in any family. 

 

But the arrival of Ye Chen, still caused not small sensation here. 

 

Although every once in a while, some sects and high-ranking people will look for good students with 

cultivation qualifications among these people, Taiping village is too remote and has a small population. 

Although it is called a village, it has only a few hundred families, which is a little larger than Xiaoshan 

village. 

 

Therefore, for hundreds of years, no warrior has been here. 

 

And ye Chen such a strong man appeared, naturally welcomed by the villagers, especially heard that ye 

Chen plans to stay here, is competing to invite him to his home. 

 

Ye Chen finally politely declined everyone's kindness, and finally found an empty house in the town to 

settle down. 

 



Almost every hour, villagers come to the door, either to help him sweep the house or to send things. 

 

Ye Chen finally understood the reason for the villagers' enthusiasm. They hoped that ye Chen could 

check his children's cultivation qualifications and accept them as apprentices. 

 

It's a pity that ye Chen doesn't plan to stay in the heart of the earth for a long time, and it's not 

convenient to accept disciples. Even if he wants to introduce the sect, he doesn't know any other sect 

except Xuanxue sect, which was almost destroyed by him. 

 

However, ye Chen still promised the villagers to take time to help the children in the town check their 

aptitude. If they are gifted, they can go to visit famous teachers on their own. If they are not gifted, they 

will be able to settle down and live in peace. 

 

Busy for a long time, ye Chen finally checked the hundreds of children in the town one by one. 

 

This half day is not in vain, but also really let him find a few children with good qualifications. 

 

The parents of these children were very happy when they heard the news, and they all discussed where 

to look for the patriarch. 

 

As for the other parents, I don't forget to thank Ye Chen. 

 

After helping the villagers with their worries, ye Chen was able to be quiet at last. 

 

Just as ye Chen is about to continue to explore the cause and effect of the demon, he suddenly sees a 

dirty child, about four or five years old, crawling around in a pile of ruins on the ground. He doesn't 

know what he is doing. 

 

Ye Chen is a little curious, because even the newborn children in this village were held in front of him by 

their parents not long ago and checked their qualifications one by one. 

 

But I have never seen this dirty child. 



 

Ye Chen then called a villager who passed by and asked, "whose child is this?" 

 

When the villager saw Ye Chen asking questions, he looked at the child not far away and said in a hurry, 

"if you go back to the adults, you'd better not ask more." 

 

Finish saying this sentence, the other side then left in a hurry. 

 

This makes Ye Chen more surprised. 

 

So he came to the child and took him out of the ruins. Only then did he find that the child was still biting 

half of what others had not eaten. 

 

Although Taiping village is located in a remote place, but through the understanding of these days, ye 

Chen did not find any family, the difficulty to this extent. 

 

He quickly pulled the dirty food out of the child's mouth and threw it away. Then he asked, "whose child 

are you and how can you find food here?" 

 

The child was taken food from his mouth by Ye Chen, but he didn't cry because of it. However, he didn't 

answer his question. He just opened his big eyes and stared at him. 

 

Ye Chen picks up the child, stops another villager passing by again, and asks about the child's family. The 

other party doesn't want to say more, but after ye Chen asks again and again, he opens his mouth. 

 

"The child's name is a Mao, and his family has almost died. Now there is only one grandfather who can't 

move and live with him." 

 

The villagers' reply made Ye Chen a little angry. He couldn't help asking, "do people in the village just 

watch them starve to death?" 

 



"My Lord, you don't know why. This child is a disaster." The villager said, "I also advise you not to get 

involved in this matter." 

 

Through the story of the villagers, ye Chen finally understands the cause and effect. 


